
Divine Intervention Episode 83
Heme-Onc Review for The USMLE 

Step 1 (Part 5)
Some PGY-1



1
23 yo M being treated for “resistant schizophrenia” becomes 

febrile. WBC is 700 with 50% PMNs detected on CBC. 34 yo F 

with a hx of proptosis and new onset Afib. Dx?

A 12 yo M has over the last few weeks developed massive 

generalized LND and HSM. Flow cytometric studies reveal a 

15:17 translocation w/Auer Rods. He has been transfusion 

dependent all his life and PE is notable for the absence of the R 

thumb. His HC has always been in the 2nd percentile. Dx? 

Pathophysiology?



2
A 13 yo immigrant from Athens is brought to a pediatrician to 

establish care. Basic labs obtained are notable for a Hb of 9. He is 

asymptomatic. A blood smear is consistent with the findings 

shown below. Dx? Pathophysiology?



3-This vs That (HY for The USMLEs/Peds Shelf)
Cafe au lait spots + Thumb issues + HC in the 2nd % + 

pancytopenia?

Facial anomalies + Thumb issues + pure red cell aplasia?

Short stature + skeletal anomalies + malabsorption 2/2 pancreatic 

insufficiency + neutropenia?

Increased levels of multiple elytes in the urine in the setting of a 

Type 2 RTA?

As an aside, how can “supplemental Fe” absorption be increased?



4-This vs That
Multiple strokes + hypotonia in an infant + elevated MMA levels + hyperammonemia.

UMN sxs + LMN sxs in an adult + hx of vitiligo + elevated MMA levels.

Macrocytic vs Megaloblastic anemia?

B12 vs folate deficiency?

Fe deficiency anemia vs Anemia of Chronic Dz (+ mechanism behind ACD)?

Differences in Fe, Folate, and B12 absorption?

Experiment;

Step 1-Both patients are determined to have B12 deficiency.

Step 2-Both patients receive high dose Vit B12 to saturate all receptors and B12 stores 

in the body.

Step 3-B12 is not detected in the urine after both patients get oral Vit B12.

What is your dx given the following results following administration of oral B12?

-B12 is not found in the urine after the administration of IF with oral Vit B12.

-B12 is found in the urine after the administration of IF with oral Vit B12.



5
33 yo Greek female presenting with pallor and dyspnea 5 days 

after starting a 7 day course of Nitrofurantoin for symptomatic 

cystitis. As an aside, why would nitrofurantoin potentially cause 

lung disease w/an increased/nl FEV1/FVC ratio and a reduced 

DLCO?

How is the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve shifted in a patient 

with pyruvate kinase deficiency?



6-What is the NBME Q most likely testing?
Decreased MCV, Greek national.

Decreased MCV, immigrant from Vietnam

Decreased MCV, hx of RA

Decreased MCV, hx of VWD + heavy menorrhagia

Increased MCHC, genetic hx

Decreased ferritin

Increased ferritin with a decreased TIBC

Microcytic anemia, abdominal pain, low IQ (+ associated labs)

Increased retic count, Northern European ancestry

Anemia and an increased RDW

Increased HbA2 on electrophoresis

Thalassemia w/in utero demise

Thalassemia w/sxs 6 mo after birth

Thalassemia w/severe sxs FROM birth

MCV of 60, +ve FOBT in a 50 yo M

MCV of 60 in a 5 mo.

MCV of 60 with difficulty swallowing.

Ringed sideroblasts (associated disorders)


